
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Fall 2019 

Course:  CS 211 Section:  021 - HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING 
Instructor:  Yujia Zhai

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Helpful and responsive. Does his best with what he is given.

The TA is awesome.

Zhai is a person who is very helpful and nice, which always answered my questions and told me lots of details to help me slove similar problems.

Yujia is very helpful and approachable. He encourages to ask more questions and never gets irritated inspite of having same doubts again and
again. He is very adjustable with his appointments. He is the best.

The size of this class is so big. But he still helps every one about the course

Yujia is very helpful and polite. He is willing to answer any questions. And he is the best TA I have ever seen

He is really respectful and patient to teach students.

Very nice TA. Hope to see you in other courses!

vey nice TA.

Yujia was very meticulous and organized in answering classmates' questions. He gave feedback on homework in a timely manner and helped a
lot in my learning.

He was the best CS TA during my time at UCR. His documentation of each H.W were detailed and very useful. The test beds provided were
excellent. 

This instructor is so good that helps me a lot with this course! He is so patient with our questions and made it much easier for us to test our
codes. He's an excellent TA.

Excellent TA! He was able to explain things well and has enough patience.

Yujia Zhai is an excellent TA

He is really nice guy!


